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Abstract
Conflict-directed backjumping is a modification of the backtracking algorithm that can outperform
forward checking in non-pathological examples. We prove it is in general NP-hard to determine if
backjumping or conflict-directed backjumping or their forward checking hybrids visit a given node
of a search space. This shows that these algorithms are fundamentally more complex to analyze than
backtracking and forward checking. We conclude by describing how similar results can be proved
for versions of the Maintaining Arc Consistency algorithm.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Constraint satisfaction; Backtracking; Backjumping; Conflict-directed backjumping; Forward
checking; Maintaining arc consistency
1. Introduction
(Binary) constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) are useful in the modeling of many
decision problems such as the existence of Hamiltonian cycles in a graph, scheduling
problems or image recognition. To solve such CSPs, a multitude of search algorithms exist.
Among them are two major paradigms.
• Backtracking (BT) and its modifications backjumping (BJ) and conflict-directed
backjumping (CBJ), and
• forward checking (FC) and its modifications forward checking with backjumping
(FC–BJ) and forward checking with conflict-directed backjumping (FC–CBJ).
In [8] a theoretical framework, later extended in [3], for relative comparisons between
these algorithms (except FC–BJ, which can easily be added) is given. A corresponding
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experimental analysis is in [12]. The backmarking hybrids mentioned in [8,12] require
first an understanding of the “base algorithms”. (The start of a more refined theoretical
comparison of BM/BJ and FC can be found in [1].) Thus all our claims about at least how
hard an algorithm is to analyze also apply to the backmarking hybrids, which we shall not
explicitly consider here.
It is reasonable to consider an algorithm relatively easy to understand or analyze if there
is an efficient characterization of the nodes in the search space that the algorithm visits.
An efficient characterization which nodes BT or FC visit is stated, for example, in [8],
Theorems 8 and 9, though they were already known in [7] and [6], respectively. The results
in [8] for other algorithms provide necessary and sufficient conditions, but not equivalent
characterizations. (Indeed, it is asked in [8, p. 376] if there is a similar characterization of
the nodes that BJ and CBJ visit.)
We will show that it is NP-hard (in the sense of [5, p. 113]) to decide if BJ, CBJ, FC–BJ
or FC–CBJ visits a given node in a search tree when searching for all solutions of a CSP.
This is a natural complement to the characterizations and attempts at characterizations
given in [8]. Moreover, we can now divide search algorithms for CSPs in two classes.
• The well-understood and well-analyzed paradigms BT and FC, and
• the fundamentally more complex to analyze BJ, CBJ, FC–BJ, FC–CBJ and their
hybrids.
Why is this distinction important? In [2,6,7,11,14,15,17] various algorithms and
formulas to predict the performance of BT (and in some cases FC) for a specific problem
class or even a specific instance are given. Such predictors can be useful in the selection of
a better variable order, a better model for the problem or a more appropriate algorithm. The
choices of variable orders or problem models are important for all algorithms, not just BT
and FC. Algorithm selection through heuristics can only be tackled if reliable estimates for
several algorithms are available, since selection between BT and FC is essentially trivial. 1
Therefore reliable estimation of the performance of BJ- and CBJ-based algorithms for
specific problems is an important goal. In the literature one normally focuses on estimating
the cost an algorithm incurs when finding all solutions. This does not disqualify the
estimates from assisting in selecting algorithms for searches for the first solution. Given
the (reasonable) assumption of proportionality between the effort for finding one solution
and the effort for finding all solutions (only pathologically trivial cases in which solutions
are found very quickly should violate this idea), a ranking in one setting should carry over
to the other.
To date there are no estimation techniques comparable to the work in [2,6,7,11,14,15,
17] (which represents the state of the art in estimation) available for any BJ- or CBJ-based
1 There is heuristic (cf. [12, Table 2, p. 293], which focuses on consistency checks) as well as theoretical
evidence (cf. [1, Remark on p. 298]; [8, Fig. 7, p. 383]) that BT is unlikely to outperform FC, though it is
not impossible. Yet among CBJ, FC–BJ and FC–CBJ each algorithm can outperform the other on specific non-
pathological problems (cf. [12, Table 2, p. 293]). This is mirrored in the theory by the fact that CBJ can visit more
or fewer nodes (and perform more or fewer consistency checks) than FC, FC–BJ or FC–CBJ, depending on the
problem (cf. [8, Fig. 7, p. 383 and Fig. 8, p. 384]). This means to decide which is a better algorithm for a specific
problem one would need to have an estimate that takes the problem structure into account. (Even though FC–CBJ
is the winner more often than not in comparisons in [12] it is very reasonably stated on p. 296 that “It is naive to
say that one of the algorithms is the ‘champion’ ”.)
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algorithms. Our result can help to explain why. The result shows that estimation of BJ- or
CBJ-based algorithms is more subtle than that of straight FC or BT.
An estimation that is to predict the cost of running an algorithm can only be efficient
if it can be done in much less time than the algorithm itself takes. Common cost factors
considered in theory are the number of nodes visited and the number of consistency checks
performed. We shall focus on the number of nodes visited here. This limitation is justified.
All known work either focuses exclusively on the number of nodes visited (cf. [15,17]) or
derives estimates of the number of consistency checks or other costs from the number of
nodes visited via cost factors (cf. [2, p. 296]; [6, p. 293]; [7, p. 126]; [11, Section 5.3]; [14,
p. 482]).
Indeed, one could argue more generally. The effort spent in visiting a node naturally
varies from node to node. However two nodes that are at the same depth of the search tree
and which are both interior nodes of the search tree should take approximately the same
effort to visit. Indeed, both will require similar amounts of overhead in terms of (depending
on the algorithm) forwards and backwards checks and none of this overhead is truncated
(checks are only truncated for leaves).
Leaves at the same depth of the search tree are a little more subtle. A leaf may be
recognized early (if one of the first few checks fails) or late (if all stays consistent until a
late check fails). In this situation one can still arrive at a cost estimate by finding out how
many leaves are likely to be recognized how early and then multiplying with appropriate
cost factors. Formulas become cumbersome, but there is no difficulty in principle (which
may explain why these refinements are not published extensively).
Conversely, the number of nodes visited and the numbers of certain types of nodes
are simple cost estimators. Thus any process that estimates more complex costs should
probably allow estimation of the number of nodes visited (and of minor refinements as
indicated above).
The above indicates that an estimate of the number of nodes that an algorithm visits (and
possible refinements such as estimates of how many interior nodes or leaves of different
types can be found at what depth) has taken center stage in the estimation of algorithm
performance so far (and may indeed always take center stage). All currently available
estimates in the sampling techniques (cf. [2,7,14]) as well as in the probabilistic techniques
(cf. [6,11,15,17]) use the straightforward characterization of the nodes the algorithm visits
(implicitly based on an appropriate translation of the characterization in [8, Theorems 8
and 9]) as a cornerstone. Essentially the algorithms/formulas for BT give estimates on
the number of consistent instantiations at a certain level and the total number of nodes
visited can be computed from there. For FC a similar approach is used (cf. [6]). The above
similarity in the approaches also accounts for the fact that the results and algorithms are
readily transformed from BT estimates to FC estimates (cf. [9]).
Our result disperses the simple hope that the step from estimating BT to estimating
BJ or CBJ is a similar “adjustment of formulas” as is the step from estimating BT to
estimating FC. Since the cornerstone of a simple characterization of which nodes are
visited is missing, the whole idea collapses. Again this may be indicative of a more general
principle. Sampling algorithms such as in [2,7,14] rely on data from a small sample of
the nodes. This data then has to be “scaled up” to give an overall estimate. This scaling
up can only be achieved via efficiently computable (likely polynomial) formulas that use
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local data and information about the tree structure to generate an estimate. Probabilistic
approaches (such as [6,11,15,17]) generate estimation formulas directly, using the same
idea. Our results show that there is no efficient way to characterize the nodes that BJ- and
CBJ-based algorithms visit. This casts doubt upon the possible existence of efficient scaling
formulas for estimation algorithms for BJ- or CBJ-based algorithms. We can therefore say
that estimation attempts for BJ- or CBJ-based algorithms for specific problem classes or
instances will likely have to follow less direct avenues. Because of the needed less direct
approach, at the very least, they will have more possible inaccuracies than the estimation
algorithms for BT and FC.
2. Background
A binary constraint satisfaction problem (CSP ) N consists of the following.
(A) A set of variables, which we denote x1, . . . , xn, and
(B) a set of domains D1, . . . ,Dn, one for each variable; we will assume each domain
Di is of size m(i) and given by the set {ai1, . . . , aim(i)}, and
(C) a set C of binary constraints. Each binary constraint consists of a set of two variables
{xi, xj } and a binary relation Cij ⊆Di ×Dj . For each set of variables we have at
most one constraint.
For a given CSP, let Y ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. Any element a = {(xj , aji(j)): xj ∈ Y } ∈∏
xj∈Y Dj is an instantiation of the variables in Y . If the set Y is equal to {x1, . . . , xk} we
will also denote our tuples as (a1i(1), . . . , a
k
i(k)) or, to abbreviate notation, as (a1, . . . , ak).
The set of all instantiations of the first k variables (1 k  n) is called the search space.
Since the search space has a natural tree structure, instantiations will also sometimes be
called nodes. An instantiation is called consistent if and only if for all xj , xl ∈ Y we have
that (aji(j), a
l
i(l)) ∈ Cjl . A solution to a CSP is a consistent instantiation of all variables of
the CSP. The typical questions asked about CSPs are if there is a solution and how many
solutions there are. For a good introduction to CSPs the reader is referred to [4,10,16].
All CSPs in this paper are binary, and (consistent with [8]) we will assume that both the
variable as well as the value orderings are fixed. This will simplify proofs though the results
remain valid for more general CSPs.
We shall now describe the algorithms discussed in this paper. For an excellent
description of various search algorithms, correctness proofs and relative comparisons,
cf. [8].
Backtracking (BT ) is a search algorithm to find solutions of a CSP. BT maintains a
consistent instantiation of the first k variables at all times. (At the start this is the empty
set.) Given a consistent instantiation CI of the first k variables, BT instantiates xk+1 to
the first value ak+11 of Dk+1. If CI ∪ {(xk+1, ak+11 )} is consistent, then CI is replaced with
CI ∪ {(xk+1, ak+11 )} and BT instantiates xk+2. If not, the next value in Dk+1 is tried. If
BT does not find any (further) instantiation of xk+1 that consistently extends the current
instantiation, then xk is uninstantiated. That is, CI is replaced with CI \ {(xk, akcurrent)}.
The search then resumes as above by instantiating xk to the next element akcurrent+1 of its
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domain Dk . If BT finds a solution the search either stops (if only one solution was to be
found) or it continues (if all solutions were to be found).
Backjumping (BJ ) is a refinement of BT. BJ avoids some unnecessary checks of
instantiations that cannot be contained in a solution. This is achieved as follows. For
every consistent instantiation CI of the first k variables and every extension (xk+1, y)
to an instantiation CI ∪ {(xk+1, y)} one records (if it exists) the smallest s = s(y)  k
such that {(xs, asi(s)), (xk+1, y)} is inconsistent. (This is easily done by checking the
{(xj , aji(j)), (xk+1, y)} for consistency in order of increasing j and stopping as soon as
an inconsistency is encountered.) Whenever a consistent instantiation CI of the first k
variables is reached that has no consistent extension CI ∪ {(xk+1, y)}, one departs from
what BT would do. BT would instantiate the kth variable to its next possible value.
BJ instead computes the number j := max{s(y): y ∈Dk+1}, uninstantiates the variables
xj , . . . , xk and instantiates xj to its next possible value. Since all instantiations of xk+1 are
inconsistent with some instantiation of a variable before or equal to xj , this skipping of
instantiations in the search will not miss any solutions.
Conflict-directed backjumping (CBJ ) is a refinement of BJ. BJ can skip levels only if
all instantiations of the next variable are inconsistent. CBJ allows this skipping also at
other times. In CBJ a conflict set is maintained at each level. Initially these conflict sets
are empty. For every failed consistency check at level k against a previous variable, that
variable is added to the conflict set of level k. Every time a set of values, say of xk , is
exhausted, CBJ backjumps to the deepest variable, say xj , in the conflict set of xk . The
conflict set of xk (minus the variable xj ) is added to the conflict set of xj . Subsequently the
conflict sets of variables xj+1, . . . , xk are reset to empty sets and the algorithm proceeds.
In this fashion every time the algorithm backtracks, a jump past the previous level could
occur.
Forward checking (FC ) can be viewed as refinement of BT. Call a consistent
instantiation (a1, . . . , ak) forward consistent if and only if for all variables xj ∈
{xk+1, . . . , xn} there is an instantiation aj of xj so that the instantiation (a1, . . . , ak)
with {(xj , aj )} added is consistent. As FC reaches a forward consistent instantiation
(a1, . . . , ak), it has stored for all variables xj ∈ {xk+1, . . . , xn} the values aj in Dj for
which the instantiation (a1, . . . , ak) with {(xj , aj )} added is consistent. FC instantiates
xk+1 to the first ak+1 ∈ Dk+1 so that (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1) is consistent. It is then
checked if (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1) is forward consistent also. The result of this checking
procedure is recorded. It is the stored list of values that lead to consistent extensions
of (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1). If there is an xj ∈ {xk+2, . . . , xn} for which there is no aj so that
(a1, . . . , ak, ak+1) with {(xj , aj )} added is consistent, one speaks of a domain annihilation.
In this case FC instantiates xk+1 to the next element of Dk+1 that consistently extends
(a1, . . . , ak). If (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1) is forward consistent, FC instantiates xk+2. If there are
no further values to be tried, FC uninstantiates xk and xk+1 and instantiates xk to the next
consistent extension of the (forward consistent) (a1, . . . , ak−1). Any instantiation of all
variables that is visited by FC automatically is a solution, since FC only visits consistent
instantiations. If FC finds a solution the search either stops (if only one solution was to be
found) or it continues (if all solutions were to be found).
Forward checking with backjumping (FC–BJ ) is a refinement of FC in the spirit of BJ.
During the checks if an instantiation (a1, . . . , ak) is forward consistent, every time an
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instantiation {(xk, ak), (xj , aj )} is found to be inconsistent, the variable xk is added to the
conflict set of the future variable xj . Then, in case a domain annihilation occurs for xj ,
the conflict set of xj (except xk) is added to the conflict set of xk . When no further
instantiations can be tried for xk , FC–BJ finds the deepest variable in the conflict set of
xk , say xd . xd+1, . . . , xk are uninstantiated, their conflict sets have variables xd, . . . , xk−1
removed, and the next possible instantiation for xd is checked for forward consistency.
Forward checking with conflict-directed backjumping (FC–CBJ ) is a natural extension
of FC–BJ. In FC–CBJ every backtrack from an xk goes to the deepest variable in the
conflict set, say xd , and the conflict set of xk (except xd ) is added to the conflict set of xd .
3. The NP-hardness proofs
We shall present all proofs exclusively for the CBJ variants of the algorithms. The proofs
for the BJ variants run along the same lines. The explanation is simple. Consider the
situation in which a search algorithm reaches a level, say k+ 1, for the first time and, upon
reaching level k+ 1 for the first time, it is determined that no extension of the instantiation
of the first k variables is suitable to be extended any further. In this situation BJ as well as
CBJ behave in exactly the same fashion. Both algorithms have computed the conflict set of
xk+1 solely based on information on conflicts of xk+1 with earlier instantiations. Moreover,
both algorithms will backjump to the deepest variable in the conflict set of xk+1. As the
key situation in our proofs is the first time the level beyond level n is reached, the proof
will apply to both algorithms.
For this section P shall denote an arbitrary binary CSP problem that is defined as
follows.
Problem P . Given. An arbitrary binary constraint satisfaction problem N .
Question. Does N have a solution?
We now define a problem that will be equivalent to the above. Construct the CSP N∗
from N above as follows (cf. Fig. 1). Add another value a˜1 to D1 such that a˜1 occurs last in
the value ordering of D1∪{a˜1} =: D˜1. (Though it will not be used, we can assume (x1, a˜1)
to be consistent with all instantiations of x2, . . . , xn.) Add new variables x0 and xn+1 with
D0 := {a0} and Dn+1 := {an+1} and constraints such that (x0, a0) is consistent with any
instantiation of x1, . . . , xn (including (x1, a˜1)), but not with (xn+1, an+1), and such that
(xn+1, an+1) is consistent with any instantiation of x1, . . . , xn (including (x1, a˜1)).
Fig. 1 shows that visually we are putting a bracket around the CSP N . The fact that
(xn+1, an+1) is consistent with all instantiations of the variables x1, . . . , xn assures that
if xn+1 is instantiated at some point in time, the only conflict that arises is with x0. This
will force CBJ to re-instantiate x0, which is utilized in the “⇒”-direction of the proof of
Theorem 3.1. The fact that (x0, a0) is consistent with all instantiations of the variables
x1, . . . , xn assures that, unless xn+1 is instantiated at some point in time, any search of N∗
with CBJ is essentially a search of N with the extra instantiation (x0, a0) attached to all
instantiations of x1, . . . , xn. Indeed, x0 can only be added to a conflict set if it has a conflict
with the currently instantiated variable (or during a backjump, in which case it must have
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Fig. 1. Constructing the CSP N∗ from the CSP N . Essentially the new variables x0 and xn+1 form a “bracket”
around N . The arc from x0 to xn+1 in N∗ signifies the only constraint that involves x0 or xn+1.
already been part of another conflict set). So if xn+1 is never instantiated, then x0 is never
added to any conflict sets. This is utilized in the “⇐”-direction of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Define the problem P ∗ as follows.
Problem P ∗. Given. A binary constraint satisfaction problem N∗ as defined above.
Question. Does CBJ applied to N∗ to find all solutions visit (a0, a˜1)?
Theorem 3.1. The answer to P is affirmative if and only if the answer to P ∗ is negative.
Proof. For the direction “⇒” assume that N has a solution. Let (a1, . . . , an) be the first
solution of P that BT would visit when solving P . Then (a1, . . . , an) is the first solution
CBJ finds when solving P . Thus (a0, a1, . . . , an) is the first consistent instantiation of
x0, . . . , xn that CBJ visits when searching for all solutions of P ∗. For the remainder of this
paragraph we are arguing in P ∗. Since a˜1 is after a1 in the variable order of D˜1, CBJ will
not visit (a0, a˜1) before (a0, a1, . . . , an). Because (a0, a1, . . . , an) is consistent, CBJ will
visit (a0, a1, . . . , an, an+1). Since an+1 is inconsistent with a0 and since no further children
of (a0, a1, . . . , an) exist, CBJ will backjump to re-instantiate x0. Since no further values
are available for x0, CBJ will terminate without visiting (a0, a˜1).
For the direction “⇐”, we shall prove the contrapositive. So assume that N has no
solutions. Then CBJ searching for all solutions of N∗ never instantiates xn+1. (The
deepest instantiated variable is xn.) Because (x0, a0) is consistent with all instantiations
of x1, . . . , xn this means that x0 is never added to any conflict sets. This in turn means that
the smallest level that CBJ can backjump to is level 1. At that level, CBJ would instantiate
x1 to its next unchecked value. Therefore CBJ does not skip any instantiation of the set of
variables {x0, x1}. In particular CBJ visits (a0, a˜1). ✷
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Fig. 2. Constructing the CSP N∗ from the CSP N∗. The “bracket” formed by x0 and xn+1 is widened to
accommodate x∗ . Again the arcs from x0 to xn+1 and from x∗ to xn+1 signify the only constraints that involve
x0, x∗ or xn+1. The arc from x0 to xn+1 is dotted, because this time there is an instantiation of xn+1 (namely
(xn+1, an+11 )) that is consistent with (x0, a0).
We have thus shown that deciding if BJ–CBJ visits a given node is NP-hard. We turn
to FC–BJ and FC–CBJ, which can be treated with a minimal modification. We include the
proof for FC–CBJ because the FC hybrids still are a little more complex than the BT-based
algorithms.
Construct the CSP N∗ from N∗ above as follows (cf. Fig. 2). To the domain Dn+1 =
{an+1} add another value an+11 to occur after the value an+1 in the ordering of the new
domain D˜n+1 := {an+1, an+11 }. The instantiation (xn+1, an+11 ) shall be consistent with
all instantiations of x0, x1, . . . , xn (including (x1, a˜1)). Moreover, add a new variable x∗
between xn and xn+1. Its domain D∗ shall have one element a∗ and the instantiation
(x∗, a∗) shall be consistent with all instantiations of the earlier variables x0, x1, . . . , xn
(including (x1, a˜1)) and inconsistent with all instantiations of the later variable xn+1.
Fig. 2 shows graphically how N∗ is turned into N∗. The idea of “bracketing” the
original problem N remains the same. However, we must take precautions against FC–CBJ
terminating prematurely because of forward constraints that are too stringent. The value
an+11 is added to assure that some instantiation of xn+1 is consistent with (x0, a0). This
prevents premature termination. The variable x∗ is slipped in between xn and xn+1 to assure
termination behavior similar to that of CBJ for problem N∗. Its inconsistency with all
instantiations of xn+1 causes FC–CBJ to re-instantiate x0 if the ∗-level is ever reached. This
is used in the “⇒”-direction of Theorem 3.2. The consistency of all instantiations of x0
with all instantiations of x1, . . . , xn, x∗ (together with the consistency of all instantiations
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of x∗ and xn+1 with all instantiations of x1, . . . , xn) has the effect that FC–CBJ can add
x0 only to a conflict set of one of x1, . . . , xn after FC–CBJ has attempted to instantiate x∗.
This is used in the “⇐”-direction of Theorem 3.2.
Define the problem P∗ as follows.
Problem P∗. Given. A binary constraint satisfaction problem N∗ as defined above.
Question. Does FC–CBJ applied to N∗ to find all solutions visit (a0, a˜1)?
Theorem 3.2. The answer to P is affirmative if and only if the answer to P∗ is negative.
Proof. For the direction “⇒” assume that N has a solution. Let (a1, . . . , an) be the first
solution of P that FC would visit when solving P . Then (a1, . . . , an) is the first solution
FC–CBJ finds when solving P . Thus (a0, a1, . . . , an) is the first consistent instantiation of
x0, . . . , xn that FC–CBJ visits when searching for all solutions of P∗. For the remainder
of this paragraph we are arguing in P∗. Since a˜1 is after a1 in the variable order of D˜1,
FC–CBJ will not visit (a0, a˜1) before (a0, a1, . . . , an). Already upon instantiating x0 to a0,
FC–CBJ has added x0 to the conflict set of xn+1, because {(x0, a0), (xn+1, an+1)} is
inconsistent. Throughout FC–CBJ’s traversal of its search tree up to (a0, a1, . . . , an) no
further variables are added to the conflict set of xn+1, since all instantiations for xn+1
are consistent with all instantiations of x1, . . . , xn−1. Moreover the conflict set of x∗ is
still empty. Upon visiting (a0, a1, . . . , an) FC–CBJ will perform a forward check between
(xn, an) and (x∗, a∗) as well as between (xn, an) and the remaining instantiation for
xn+1, which is (xn+1, an+11 ). These checks show that (a0, a1, . . . , an) is forward consistent
and do not add any variables to any conflict sets. Hence FC–CBJ moves on to visit
(a0, a1, . . . , an, a∗). The inconsistency of (x∗, a∗) with (xn+1, an+11 ) adds x∗ to the conflict
set of xn+1 and also leads to the annihilation of D˜n+1. Therefore, x0 (the only element in
the conflict set of xn+1 besides x∗) is added to the (previously empty) conflict set of x∗.
Since there are no further values in D∗ to be tried, it is time to backtrack from x∗. The
conflict set of x∗ only contains x0 and FC–CBJ tries to instantiate x0 to its next value.
Since there is no further value for x0, FC–CBJ terminates without visiting (a0, a˜1).
For the direction “⇐”, we shall prove the contrapositive. So assume that N has no
solutions. Then FC–CBJ searching for all solutions of N∗ never instantiates xn. This means
that it never instantiates x∗ and the domain D˜n+1 is never annihilated. Since (x0, a0) is
consistent with all instantiations of x1, . . . , xn, the variable x0 is not added directly to
any conflict sets of variables x1, . . . , xn. Since FC–CBJ never backjumps from xn+1 or
x∗, x0 is also never added to a conflict set after a backjump. Therefore level 1 is the
smallest level that FC–CBJ can backjump to. Upon backjumping to level 1 the variable
x1 is instantiated to its next untried value. Hence FC–CBJ does not skip any instantiation
of the set of variables {x0, x1}. In particular FC–CBJ visits (a0, a˜1). ✷
We have shown that it is NP-hard to decide if FC–BJ or FC–CBJ visit a given node of
the search tree. The similarity to the proof for BJ and CBJ suggests that the underlying
technique is more widely applicable. In the next section we show that this is the case by
extending our results to the Maintaining Arc Consistency algorithm.
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4. MAC–CBJ and its higher order relatives
Another algorithm that is on its way to become a paradigm for searches is MAC
(Maintaining Arc Consistency), [3,13]. In principle, MAC is a refinement of FC. Every
time MAC goes deeper into the search space, the future domains are first filtered like in FC
and then an arc consistency algorithm is run on the filtered domains of the future variables.
In this fashion further pruning of the search space is achieved. Naturally one can also run
higher order consistency enforcing algorithms on the filtered future domains. We shall
briefly comment on this variant at the end of this section.
The combination of MAC with CBJ (MAC–CBJ, cf. [13] for a slightly different
presentation) can be achieved as follows. Just as in FC–CBJ, if a current instantiation
(xk, ak) has a conflict with one of the remaining values for a future variable xi , then
xk is added to the conflict set of xi . During the enforcement of arc consistency on the
filtered future domains, whenever an element of the domain of xi is erased because it is
not consistent with any of the remaining values for xj , the conflict set of xj is added to
the conflict set of xi . This has the effect that, if enforcement of arc consistency erases
all future values, then the union of all future conflict sets is stored in the conflict set of
the last variable for which a value was erased. In this case, this conflict set (minus xk) is
added to the conflict set of xk and we proceed to the next possible instantiation for xk . The
backtracking step from xk is just as for FC–CBJ. Go back to the deepest variable xh in the
conflict set of xk and add the conflict set of xk (minus xh) to the conflict set of xh.
The same questions as above can be asked for MAC–CBJ. How hard is it to determine
if MAC–CBJ visits a given node? Unsurprisingly the same technique of bracketing the
problem N leads to exactly the same result. It is NP-hard. We shall sketch the by now
familiar argument here.
We construct the problem NM from N∗ as follows (cf. Fig. 3). Add two new
variables x∗ and x∗∗ with domains {a∗0 , a∗1 , a∗2} and {a∗∗0 , a∗∗1 , a∗∗2 } between xn and xn+1.
Also add variables an+11 and a
n+1
2 to the domain of xn+1. (x∗, a∗0 ) and (x∗∗, a∗∗0 )
are both inconsistent with (x0, a0) and consistent with all other instantiations of
x1, . . . , xn, x∗, x∗∗, xn+1. The remaining six new instantiations are all consistent with all
instantiations of x0, . . . , xn. What remains to be described is the consistencies between
them. (x∗, a∗1) is consistent with (x∗∗, a∗∗1 ) and with (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ). It is inconsistent
with (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ) and with (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ). (x∗, a∗2) is consistent with (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ) and with
(xn+1, an+12 ). It is inconsistent with (x∗∗, a∗∗1 ) and with (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ). Finally (x∗∗, a∗∗1 )
is consistent with (xn+1, an+12 ) and inconsistent with (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ), while (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ) is
consistent with (xn+1, an+11 ) and inconsistent with (xn+1, a
n+1
2 ).
Note that the definition of NM implies that execution of MAC–CBJ immediately adds
x0 to the conflict sets of x∗, x∗∗ and xn+1. Moreover, the only variables that can ever be in
the conflict sets of any of x∗, x∗∗ and xn+1 are x0, x∗, x∗∗ and xn+1 (unless the future is
completely annihilated and one of these variables is the last to go). Finally note that the con-
straint network restricted to {(x∗, a∗1), (x∗, a∗2), (x∗∗, a∗∗1 ), (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ), (xn+1, an+11 ), (xn+1,
an+12 )} is arc consistent.
The only way x∗ can ever be instantiated is if N has a solution. Upon instantiating x∗
for the first time to any value, enforcement of arc consistency will erase all future domains,
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Fig. 3. Constructing the CSP NM from the CSP N∗. The “bracket” structure is maintained and adjusted to fit the
pattern of MAC–CBJ. Arcs between values indicate that the corresponding instantiations are inconsistent.
adding x0 (once again) to the conflict set of x∗. Upon exhausting all instantiations of x∗,
MAC–CBJ backjumps to x0, the only element of the conflict set of x∗, and subsequently
terminates. This shows that if N has a solution, then NM will not visit (a0, a˜1).
Finally, if N does not have a solution, then x0 can be added to a conflict set of a variable
in x1, . . . , xn. However, there must always be a variable other than x0 in the conflict set.
This is because MAC–CBJ performs the same search as it would for N , only with (x0, a0)
as the zeroeth instantiation attached to it. Note that, unless x∗ is instantiated or some future
of a variable xk with k  n is annihilated, the filtered domains for x∗, x∗∗ and xn+1 will
be {a∗1 , a∗2}, {a∗∗1 , a∗∗2 } and {an+11 , an+12 }, respectively. Thus any annihilation of the whole
future before or during checks of arc consistency must start with an annihilation of a
domain of a variable xk with k  n. This in turn means that the conflict set of this variable
will contain variables other than x0.
This means that the farthest backjump from a level greater than 1 would be to level 1.
Therefore, no instantiation of x1 is skipped. This shows that if N does not have a solution,
then MAC–CBJ will visit (a0, a˜1).
Thus it is also NP-hard to decide if MAC–CBJ visits a given node.
Relatives of MAC–CBJ that maintain higher levels of consistency (cf. [3]). The same
result should be true. All that is needed for the familiar “bracket” is a set of variables, values
and constraints that has the desired level of consistency, but for which the instantiation of
the first variable to any of its values causes the future constraint set to no longer have
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the required level of consistency. This network will be inserted as {(x∗, a∗1 ), (x∗, a∗2),
(x∗∗, a∗∗1 ), (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ), (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ), (xn+1, a
n+1
2 )} was above, with values inconsistent
with (x0, a0) attached. The proof that the decision if a given node is visited by the higher
order MAC–CBJ algorithm is then the same as above.
Variants of the algorithms that involve dynamic variable or value ordering. As there
are many dynamic variable or value ordering schemes we cannot give a general statement.
However it can be expected that minor modifications of the ideas presented here should
lead to the same result for a given variable or value ordering heuristic. As an example,
consider the Fail-First variable ordering heuristic, which always attempts to instantiate
next a future variable whose filtered domain is as small as possible.
It is easy to assure that Fail-First will instantiate x0 first. Simply add dummy values that
are inconsistent with all other instantiations to all other domains that have size 1. What
has to be avoided is premature termination through Fail-First selecting any of the bottom
variables of the bracket early. To do this we need to pad the domains of these variables
so that they will remain larger than any of the domains of the other variables during the
search. This however is easily achieved. All that needs to be done is to insert a sufficient
number of duplicates of the bottom structure that is kept throughout the search (the value
an+1 for BT, the instantiations (x∗, a∗), (xn+1, an+11 ) for FC and the network {(x∗, a∗1),
(x∗, a∗2), (x∗∗, a∗∗1 ), (x∗∗, a∗∗2 ), (xn+1, a
n+1
1 ), (xn+1, a
n+1
2 )} for MAC). A duplicate here
would mean another (set of) value(s) that has the same internal consistencies and the same
consistencies with earlier variables. Moreover distinct duplicates should be inconsistent
with each other. That is, say, for FC an instantiation of x∗ in one duplicate will be
inconsistent with all instantiations of xn+1 in another duplicate. These duplicates will not
be eliminated early in the search and once the search reaches the appropriate level, they
will be eliminated just like the original(s).
The above shows that our decision is also NP-hard when Fail-First is added to the
algorithms. The author conjectures that other heuristics can be treated similarly.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that it is NP-hard to decide if any of the algorithms BJ, CBJ, FC–BJ and
FC–CBJ visits a given node. Moreover we have indicated how to extend this argument to
MAC–CBJ, its higher order relatives and to algorithms that involve the Fail-First variable
ordering heuristic. This answers the question in [8, p. 376] in the negative. Moreover,
the results also imply that any possible attempts at estimation of performance of these
algorithms will have to significantly depart from the established pattern to be found, for
example, in [2,6,7,11,14,15,17].
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